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Helping tax dodgers
Duncan Campbell writes: Astonishing government
plans which are likely to cripple the investigative
powers of the Inland Revenue are believed to be
included in the package of 'cuts' now being discus-
sed between Chancellor Sir Geoffrey Howe and the
\ Inland Revenue Board. No public announcement of
the tax office staff and budget cutting options has
yet been made, but many of the proposals should be
outlined at a meeting of the Inland Revenue unions
on Monday. The principle target for the Tory axe
are the new and successful Special Offices for
detecting evasion. The five offices - in Birmingham,
Manchester, Edinburgh and London - uncover
evaders, primarily small businesses, and unincorpo-
rated companies. The most recent accounts show
that these offices netted £65 m. in evaded tax and
penalties during 1977; when there were only three
offices. With less than 70 inspectors engaged on the
work, their. financial performancein finding fiddles
and detecting concealed profits was superior to the
remairider of the tax inspectorate.
Such zeal has clearly aroused considerable Tory

anger -which is compounded by the IR's recent
attempts to further investigations by raiding and
removing company papers, as happened with the
Rossminster group. After a later high court ruling
that such searches for evidence or criminal evasion
were 'illegal' (presently under appeal to the House
of Lords), the papers were handed back without
inspectors being allowed to examine them.
Another section facing the Tory axe is the infor-
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mation service, part of the Inland Revenue's Man-
agement Operations Division: one of its tasks is the
acquisition of information about property and share
transfers and- bank and building society accounts.
Such information is essential in tax investigations -
but it too is a target for the cuts. In the longer term,
such information may be cut off at source by
legislating to remove the present legal obligation for
banks and building societies to submit returns of all
interest bearing accounts. A further threat to the
effectiveness of the inspectorate °is the planned
downgrading of the status and pay of tax inspectors
doing investigative work.

Last week, social services secretary Patrick Jen-
kin thrilled the Tory conference with the
announcement of 450 new staff for checking claims.
Present social security overpayments written off
amount to about £4 m., which compares rather
unfavourably with the IR Special Offices (at least
£6.5 m. on a total staff of 270) not to mention the
total amount of undeclared earnings - estimated to
be in excess of £10 bn. - which the Special Offices
were set up to deal with. '
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